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Vapsint Furniture
Gas springs

15 6 gas spring
scheme

Gas springs
technical aspects
Vapsint Furniture is a
gas spring designed
for the furniture sector.
It is the ideal solution
for cabinet door
movements
(opening/closing).

Gas spring features

A gas spring is made up of a steel cylinder
(“body”), pressurised with nitrogen gas, and a
ground, chrome plated “rod” sliding inside and
reaching the outside through a sealing guide.
The rod section sliding in and out of the body
defines the “working stroke”, identified
by the letters CU.
Fittings are applied to the body and rod ends
so that they can be fixed.

Gas spring codes

15

6

185

5

Body diameter
in mm.

Rod diameter
in mm.

LTA length
in mm.

gas spring thrust
calculated in kg.

Safety latch

Key

Product range

DC

Body Ø

CU

Working stroke in mm.

DS

Rod Ø

KG

Thrust in Kg.

LTA

Maximum length measured between thread ends
(or between the interaxes of end-fittings)

Rapid-Fit
Standard gas springs

The thrust is measured when
the rod withdraws into the body by 10 mm,
friction-free.

Fix-It
Softload
Gas springs with
Patented lifting system
adjustable end-fittings

Free Stop and Neutro Free Stop
Frictioned gas springs to open cabinet doors
and stop them in any position

Dampers
Hydraulic springs to dampen the downward
movement of cabinet doors as they open
Vapsint Furniture
gas spring
attachments

Production range

Code

DC
mm

DS
mm

Lta
min

Cu
mm

Kg
min

Kg
max

Body
fitting

Rod
fitting

156

15

6

185

50

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

156

15

6

225

80

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

156

15

6

247

90

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

156

15

6

265

95

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

156

15

6

273

100

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

156

15

6

310

120

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

156

15

6

370

150

5

35

TSNS

TSNS

Detail of TSNS fitting

We devised an attachment for the furniture
sector, here indicated as TSNS, that is
screwed onto the two ends of the gas spring
as shown in the diagram.
This is a quick fit attachment to help install
and remove the gas spring with greater ease.
(figure on the side).
The special set up of the TSNS attachment
includes a latch, made of harmonic steel wire,
that can be quickly fitted to the round pin head.
The attachment can be easily uncoupled from
the pin by simply removing the latch.

The main features identifying a gas spring are:
—body diameter;
—rod diameter;
—working stroke;
—length of the fully opened spring (LTA),
measured from the centre of the body endfitting to the centre of the rod end-fitting;
—thrust;
—end fittings.

The end fittings are illustrated separately
(in the case at hand, the complete reference
is 15 6. 185. 5 tsns-tsns).
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Mountings

Codes

5
Connecting elements called “mountings”
or “fittings” are used to connect the gas spring
to furniture units.

SF 1503
—is mounted on the side panel
of the furniture unit.
SF 1503/B
—is a special version of SF 1503 with a “neck”
that penetrates into the cabinet side panel.
This type of mounting offers greater stability
and evenly distributes the forces produced
by the gas spring.

When mounting the gas spring on the
indicated pin head, it’s advisable to spread
a thin layer of grease on the joint in order
to limit friction and possible noise.

Gas spring installation

SF 1502
—is mounted on the door
SF 1502/F
—is a special version of SF 1502 offering
the possibility of adjustment
SF 1506
—is mounted on doors with aluminium frame
SF 1507
—is mounted on doors with aluminium frame

door weight
vector

SF1503

Key
A. mounting of gas spring on the door
C. mounting of gas spring on the cabinet
fixed section (side panel)
B. barycentre of the door, where the weight
(in Kg.) concentrates
O. door hinge, the point where the door rotates
S. projected door length in mm.
Q. distance in mm between the barycentre
and the point of rotation (usually ½ S)
P. distance in mm between A (mounting of gas
spring on the door) and O (the point of
rotation) required to get a 90° opening):
this distance must never be greater than CU,
the stroke
LTA. length in mm. of the fully opened
gas spring
CU. working stroke of the gas spring in mm.
α. angle made with the vertical axis of the gas
spring (when this is in a fully closed position)

SF1503 B

How to calculate
the gas spring thrust
when installing it
SF1502
SF1502 F

SF1506
SF1507

Method

Example

—Weigh the unit door to be lifted, inclusive
of handles and fittings.

A door in MDF, chipboard, measuring
350x600x18 mm and weighing about 5 Kg.

—Measure the door height (S).

The height is 350 mm.

—Identify the barycentre B, where the weight
of the door is concentrated.
In standard versions, i.e. the majority of cases,
B is located at a distance Q from the hinge,
derived from the formula: Q = S / 2

The distance of the barycentre from the hinge is:
350 : 2 = 175 mm.

—Find the theoretical thrust value
by multiplying the door weight in kg by Q
and dividing the result by P:
Kg x Q / P = Theoretical thrust

The theoretical thrust is:
Kg. 5 x 175 mm/80 mm. = 10.94 kg.
80 mm is the distance P between the mounting
point A and the hinge, a likely result for a gas
spring with LTA = 247 mm.

—The value obtained above is the theoretical
thrust required to lift the door when the gas
spring is positioned on point A.
Since friction develops in the system of hinges
and mountings, it is advisable to add 25%
to the theoretical value.

The total thrust value, taking friction into
consideration, is:
Kg 10,94 x 1,25 = 13,67 Kg.

Since the door in this example is 600 mm wide,
—When the door is wider than 450 mm,
install 2 gas springs. The thrust of each gas
or when you want to achieve a better thrust
balance, it is advisable to install two gas springs. spring will therefore be 13.67 Kg. : 2 = 6.83 Kg.
The gas springs to be installed are going
to be 2 (7 kg. each in weight, rounded up from
6.83 Kg).

6

7

Recommendations

The correct gas spring mounting position is
with the rod pointing downwards, and the
gas spring fully closed. That’s the best way to
exploit the spring damping in the last few mm.
stroke and to grant constant seal lubrication.

To make it easier to understand how to
calculate a gas spring thrust, we make
herebelow a few examples, applying the
formula shown in the table above.

The gas spring mounting to the unit side (C)
should be slightly set back with respect
to door mounting (A) in order to accompany
the door also when it closes, and prevent
it from slamming. With the standard fittings
proposed and the door straight, position the
mounting (C) 35 - 40 mm. away from the front
edge of the furniture unit.

How to choose
the most suitable gas spring

Of all the elements that may influence
the choice of a gas spring, a key one is the
door height.
Higher doors usually require longer springs.
As indicated above in example No. 5, as the
stroke increases, all other conditions being
equal, the thrust decreases (thanks to a more
favourable lever effect).

A longer spring will therefore improve the
ergonomics of door closing and also improve
the door opening movement, making it
less sharp.
The choice of a gas spring may also be
affected by the presence of shelves inside the
furniture unit which reduce the space available
to the spring.
In these cases we must find the best
compromise between abstract rules and what
can actually be done.

The size and thrust of a gas springs are not
“standard”, but vary according to customer
or market requirements.
The following table reports the most widely
used lengths, strokes and thrusts in
the furniture sector.

Gas springs not described in these pages
may be custom made according to
your own measurements and end fittings.
For more information please contact
our sales dept.

Presuming that a door 400 mm high and
weighing 7 kg has to be raised by an angle of
90° using 2 gas springs, see to the following:

A.
For a gas spring with Q = S / 2
LTA 247, CU 90 mm.
mm. 400 / 2 = 200

Q x Kg.
200 x 7 Kg. = 1400

Theoretical thrust
= Q x Kg. / P

Thrust increased
by 25%

1400 / 80* = 18 Kg.

18 Kg.+ 25% = 23 Kg.

Having to distribute the thrust over 2 gas springs, we have 23 Kg / 2 = 11.5 Kg, rounded up
to 12 kg.

Most commonly
used gas spring
thrusts and settings

B.
For a gas spring with Q = S / 2
LTA 265, CU 95 mm.
mm. 400 / 2 = 200

Q x Kg.

Theoretical thrust
= Q x Kg. / P

Thrust increased
by 25%

200 x 7 Kg. = 1400

1400 / 85* = 17 Kg.

17 Kg.+ 25% = 22 Kg.

Having to distribute the thrust over 2 gas springs, we have 22 Kg / 2 = 11 Kg.

C.
For a gas spring with Q = S / 2
LTA 273, CU 100 mm.
mm. 400 / 2 = 200

CU

Standard thrust (in Kg.)

185

55

6 - 10

225

80

4 - 6 - 8 - 14

247

90

3 - 5 - 8 - 10 - 12

265

95

6 - 7 - 10

Q x Kg.

Theoretical thrust
= Q x Kg. / P

Thrust increased
by 25%

273

100

4 - 6 - 8 - 10

310

120

4 - 6 - 8 - 10

200 x 7 Kg. = 1400

1400 / 90* = 16 Kg.

16 Kg.+ 25% = 20 Kg.

370

150

10

Proceeding as above we will need 2 gas springs 10 Kg. each.

(*) Mounting
position on the door

LTA

If you want the door to open by 90°, P
and therefore the position of mounting point A
must be equal to the spring stroke minus 10
mm or else equal to the door thickness (if
greater) when using standard furniture hinges.

As shown in the example above, the longer
the spring, the lower the thrust required
to raise the door to an angle of 90°.
The lower the gas spring thrust, the lower
the stress on the hinges.
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Fix-It

Fix-It

Gas springs
with adjustable fitting

Gas springs
with adjustable fitting

Technical features
Assembly
instructions

—Adjustable
—Easy to install

—Compact
—Customized
colours

The gas spring is available in a choice
of strokes and thrusts to cover a wide range
of heights and weights of cabinet doors made
of wood, aluminium and glass-aluminium.

TS4NS

FXTF

A gas spring rod connector to connect
the gas spring to the cabinet side.
FXTF is made up of 3 parts:
1) Support header to be inserted into
the proper holes.
2) Cap with a seat to quickly engage
the gas spring.
3) Pin with eccentric axis for easy adjustment.
The resulting block, made up of three
components, must be fitted with
a self threading screw to the cabinet side.

—Having chosen a gas spring of suitable
length and thrust (*), use the “Technical
Features” table to identify L (gas spring length
from end to end) and CU (working stroke).
—Calculate the point of attachment (1) to
the cabinet door: we recommend, for a 90°
opening, a value of (1) equal to CU - 10 mm,
or else equal to the thickness of the door,
if greater than 10 mm.

End-fitting connecting a gas spring
to a bracket premounted on the cabinet door
(see “Fittings”).

1

2

3
(*)

To calculate the gas spring thrust see
the examples reported in the previous pages.

—By using Pythagoras’ theorem, or more
simply by positioning and manually holding
the door at 90°, and taking into account the
hinges movement, work out the distance H
from the cabinet ceiling to the centre of the
FXTF attachment (2).
—Having worked out the above, drill holes in
the cabinet side to install FXTF: 2 longitudinal
holes, 5 mm. in diameter, symmetrical, with a
32 mm. pitch (point H must be in the middle).
The holes axis must be 35 - 40 mm away
from the cabinet side border (to accompany
the door when it closes and prevent it
from slamming).
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Fix-It
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Free Stop

Gas springs
with adjustable fitting

Assembly
instructions

Frictioned
gas springs

The friction between piston and body will
prevent the spring (and therefore the door)
from opening to the full automatically,
so that the user can open and close the door
gradually and stop it in any position.
Body and rod have end fittings that allow
to fix them.

Features of the
Free Stop gas spring

The free stop gas spring has the same build
as standard gas springs.
The main difference involves the piston,
especially designed to make the rod go in
and out with some friction.

Free Stop
gas springs codes
—Example:
55 6. 247. 5
TSNS - TSNS

55

6

247

5

Family and Body
diameter in mm.

Rod diameter
in mm.

LTA
in mm.

Spring thrust
in kg.

TSNS indicates the fittings on the body and rod side.

—Mark the holes position on the door,
to then install the bracket: its axis must be at
a distance corresponding to (1) above.
Fix the bracket to the door.
—Pick up the gas spring and, keeping it
horizontal, insert the rod tip into the FXTF seat;

The most commonly
used gas spring
codes
(please refer to the
gas spring technical
diagram).

The connecting
brackets on the
cabinet door are the
same as indicated
above.

with a slight adjusting movement on the FXTF
side slit bring the spring into a vertical position
until the body mount rests on the bracket’s
ball joint on the door. With a bold push fit the
ball joint into the TSNS seat.
—Having secured the spring, you can adjust
the door and bring it to level with the adjoining
ones acting with a screwdriver on the
FXTF eccentric.

Code (156, Lta, Fxt)

L (+0-3)

CU

Standard thrusts (in Kg.)

156 - 146 - Kg. - fxt

156

45

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 178 - Kg. - fxt

188

55

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 218 - Kg. - fxt

228

80

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 240 - Kg. - fxt

250

90

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 258 - Kg. - fxt

268

95

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 265 - Kg. - fxt

275

100

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 303 - Kg. - fxt

313

120

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

156 - 363 - Kg. - fxt

373

150

3 - 5 - 8 - 10

Free Stop
gas springs function

The use of a Free Stop gas spring is especially With a Free Stop gas spring you can stop
indicated on wall cabinets installed high above the door in a more comfortable position and
control the extent of door opening.
floor, so that the doors will not be hard
to reach, once they are lifted.

Instructions

To make the most of the “Free Stop” function,
a right balance must be found between gas
spring thrust and door weight

Most commonly
used gas spring
thrusts and settings

(if the spring thrust exceeds the weight that is
to be moved, the “Free Stop” function cannot
be fully appreciated).

Code

DC
mm

DS
mm

Lta
min

Cu
mm

Kg
min

Kg
max

Body
fitting

Rod
fitting

556

15

6

183

48

3

20

TSNS

TSNS

556

15

6

245

88

3

20

TSNS

TSNS

556

15

6

308

118

3

20

TSNS

TSNS

556

15

6

368

148

3

20

TSNS

TSNS

Gas springs not described in these pages
may be custom made according to your own
measurements and end fittings.

For more information please contact
our sales dept.
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Free Stop
Features of the
Neutro Free Stop
gas spring

13

Dampers

Combined
gas springs

The Neutro Free Stop gas spring is
characterized by a special body extension
fitted to a Rapid Fit gas spring to grant
an extra frictioned stroke.
This particular spring is used on wall cabinets
positioned high above floor to prevent
the doors from being hard to reach once
they are lifted.
The Neutro Free Stop gas spring allows
to open the door in 2 steps:

Step 1
The door is opened by lifting it to a preset
position using the gas spring thrust.
Step 2
The door can be further lifted manually and
stopped at any point on its way to maximum
opening.

Hydraulic
dampers

The elements that identify a hydraulic spring
are:
—body diameter;
—rod diameter;
—working stroke;
—end fittings;
—length of the fully opened spring (LTA),
measured from the centre of the body endfitting to the centre of the rod end-fitting;
—degree of braking.

Hydraulic dampers
features

The hydraulic damper is made up of a steel
cylinder (“body”) inside which a ground,
chrome plated (“rod”) slides, reaching the
outside through an oil sealing guide.
End-fittings are applied to the body and rod
ends so that they can be fixed.

Dampers codes
—Example:
15 6. 247. F05
TSNS - TSNS

55

6

247

F05

Body diameter
in mm

Rod diameter
in mm

LTA
in mm

Degree of braking
(the higher the F value, the
lower the degree of braking).

TSNS indicates the attachments on the body and rod side.

Neutro Free Stop
gas spring codes
—Example:
55 6. 345. 5
TSNS - TSNS

55

6

435

5

Family and Body
diameter in mm.

Rod diameter
in mm.

LTA
in mm.

Spring thrust
in kg.

TSNS refers to the fittings on the body and rod side.

Technical features

Code

DC
mm

DS
mm

Lta
min

Cu
mm

Kg
min

Kg
max

Body
fitting

Rod
fitting

556
15
6
435
				

110
free

3

20

TSNS

TSNS

				
				

40
frictioned

The hydraulic spring as mentioned above
(15 6. 247 F05) can work on wood, MDF,

aluminium and glass doors up to 480 mm high
and 600 mm wide.

Dampers function

The purpose of installing hydraulic springs
on cabinets with downwards opening doors is
to slow down the door’s movement.

Unlike a gas spring, exercising a pushing
action, a damper exercises a braking action
during its extension phase, i.e. during door
opening, and is on a free run during its
compression phase (door closing).

Instructions for
correct Dampers
use and installation

The hydraulic spring must be installed with the
rod turned downwards (rod’s end-fitting on the
door), in order not to loose braking efficacy.
To avoid loosing out on hydraulic spring
efficiency (and prevent oil from leaking out)
follow these instructions:

—Avoid any traction being exercised on
the door during opening in order not to force
the rod exit speed;
—Do not place heavy objects or other heavy
items on the door while it is open; should this
be necessary, supply the door it with a stop
mechanism (chain or bar);
—Do not clean the hydraulic spring with
abrasive detergents or other abrasive products;
—Do not hit the spring with blunt instruments.
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Dampers
Assembly
instructions

Fully closed
position

15

Softload

Hydraulic
dampers

How to install.
—Mounting point on the door
(point B as shown below): 90 mm.
—Mounting point on the cabinet side
(point A as shown below): 240 mm.
—Distance from the cabinet edge: 25 - 30 mm.

For different heights and widths, assess each
time whether it is necessary to use springs
with LTA values exceeding 247 mm.
For especially light doors the degree
of breaking (F) must be higher than 05.

Softload is the new lifting mechanism
patented by Vapsint and designed for the
furniture sector.
This mechanism is especially indicated for non
standard size doors and/or particularly heavy
doors. In these cases, the use of traditional
gas springs, although feasible, would tend to
direct all forces to the door hinges, possibly
damaging them.
Softload on the contrary, thanks to its special
geometry, directs all forces to the fixing plates
on the cabinet sides.

Patented
lifting system

Softload is made up of a fixing plate housing
a rotating telescopic arm that transmits the
opening movement to the door; ball joints
make for easier assembly and compensate for
any misalignment between the fixing points
connecting cabinet and door.
The lifting is operated by a gas spring that,
unlike mechanical springs, provides a gradual,
balanced and even movement accompanying
the whole door opening run.
Thanks to its essential lines and chrome finish
the Softload system can fit in any setting.

Advantages

—Low visual impact and minimum lateral bulk; —Reduced bulk height-wise to help mount
—No force directed to the hinges, thus
shelves inside the cabinet;
ensuring their longer life;
—Adjustable system, can be installed
—Opening made easier by a gas spring with
on doors of different shape and weight.
such a controlled stroke that door opening
is balanced at any point;

Different versions
and range
of application

Small
The supporting plate has a width of 100 mm.
and height of 200 mm, and is meant to be
used on doors 320 – 600 mm. high.

Lever arm
adjustment

The thrust of the Softload mechanism can be
modified using the adjustment bushing.
This acts on the lever arm and allows to alter
the speed of door opening: when the bushing
is moved outwards, and the arm extends,
the door will lift up faster.
Conversely, a shorter arm will make the door
lift up more slowly.

Fully opened
position

Big
The supporting plate has a width of 80 mm.
and height of 255 mm, and is meant to be used
on doors 600 – 1000 mm. high.
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How to calculate
the gas spring thrust

Patented
lifting system

To calculate the gas spring thrust
accompanying the Softload mechanism,
proceed as follows:
—find out the weight of the door, complete
with handles;
—multiply the door weight by the arm length
in the fully extended mode (235. mm for
Softload small and 395 mm. for Softload big);
—divide the result by the distance between the
gas spring end-fitting and the rotation pivot (45
mm for Softload small and 65 mm. for Softload
big) to obtain the gas spring thrust;
—divide the thrust value by the number of
arms to be installed.
The maximum thrust that can be achieved
by each arm is 65 kg. In some cases (high
and narrow doors) only one arm will be used,
otherwise it is advisable to use two or more.

Max 395

Max 45

Max 65

200

Max 235

Example 1
—Door height: 320 mm (Softload small);
—Door weight: 3 kg;
—How to calculate the gas spring thrust:
(3kg x 235mm)/45mm = 15,667 => 15 kg gas
spring thrust.
The Softload mechanism to be applied will
therefore carry a 15 kg gas spring.
Example 2
—Door height: 900 mm (Softload big);
—Door weight: 15 kg;
—How to calculate the gas spring thrust:
(15kg x 395mm)/65mm = 91.15 kg.
As the value exceeds 65 kg we shall have to
distribute the weight over two mechanisms
carrying 2 gas springs with a thrust of 46 kg
each (91.15/2 = 45.57).

255

Softload

80

100

Installation

Softload small
—The plate must be fixed on the cabinet side
on at least 3 points with self threading screws
(4 x 15 mm.);
—The front section of the support plate must
be fixed along the cabinet front edge so that
A is equal to 100 mm.;
—The upper section of the support plate must
be fixed at a distance B (0 -18 mm.) from
the cabinet ceiling, according to the door
thickness and the hinges moving mechanism;
—The fixing points on the arm bracket (C)
will be identified by fully extending the arm,
followed by drilling and fixing with adequate
self threading screws.

Softload big
—The plate must be fixed on the cabinet side
on at least 3 points with self threading screws
(4 x 15 mm.);
—The front section of the support plate must
be fixed 10 mm away from the cabinet front
edge so that A is equal to 90 mm;
—The upper section of the support plate must
be fixed at a distance B (0 - 18 mm.) from the
cabinet ceiling, according to the door thickness
and the moving mechanism of the hinges;
—The fixing points of the arm bracket (C)
will be identified by fully extending the arm,
drilling and fixing with adequate self threading
screws.

Via del Lavoro 30
31016 Cordignano
Treviso, Italy

T +39 0438 995994
F +39 0438 996534

www.vapsint.com

info@vapsint.com

Gas springs

